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Dedicated to my parents
and sister for encouraging
me in my story telling.

And to my grandparents
for their love and support.





So one day in math class...

Wait, first let me introduce myself.

 Hi !! My name is Daniel. I live in
Dubai, which is in  the United Arab
Emirates in Asia. 



I study in a school in Sharjah. I am
in grade 4. I have two friends Tom
and David. 
Tom is good at geography and
David is intelligent. 



 Let me tell you about an incident
that happened to me in grade-3. 



So one day in Math class, on an
ordinary day in school, Ma’am
asked to see our books for
correction. 
Tom had some incomplete work
and he asked for my book. 
I got up and went to my shelf to get
it for him.



I realised....

But when I looked in my
shelf…. 

My notebook
was not
there!!!



I panicked so much !!!

My teacher saw me
worried she
asked,”Daniel,what
happened ? 

I told my teacher about the
problem.



Then she told me to check in

every shelf to see if my note

book was there, because in my

class someone or the other’s

notebook or textbook is missing

everyday. 



I even told my
parents. We searched
a lot at home...but
they too could not
find it!

I searched for it every
chance I had free
time. But it was still
missing.

Tom & David also
helped look for it .  



Like this a month
passed and still the
book was missing

And during this time I
used another book to
write my math work.



Then on a Saturday, I had online
math class. 
I was in my room sitting at my
computer.
When ma’am showed some sums
on the screen, I quickly looked for
my rough book to work out the
sums . 



When I found my rough book,  
guess what was under it ….. ???



My math
book!!!



I found my math book under a
pile of books that I searched
about ten times! 

I was happy I found my book, but
then came the hard part. 

I had to redo every single page of
work I missed in my book! 



So, there you have the
story about my math book
getting lost and found. 

Bye, I must go, I’m late for
math class. I don’t know
what my teacher will say. 

My parents could not believe it.
They had seen the same book
before but we all thought it was
last years math book. 

Tom & David were happy I found
the book but mad that they wasted
time looking for it !!
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A story about loosing  a book
and finding it in a silly place. 
Help came from many people
and finally where did I find it
??? .....


